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You are here because you consider yourself a professional who wants to establish or grow a career in

the arts. Are you ready? What does that mean? Ask yourself the hard questions: Are you good

enough? What makes your work unique/original? Why should the public support you? Who is your

audience?

Make sure you have an understanding of the global art world. Where does your work fit on this

continuum? Regionalism only works regionally.

What is your story personally and professionally? Does your practice hold a deeper meaning? Is it

based on theory? Rooted in social practice? Is it asking any questions of itself and it's audience? Does

it challenge or provoke? Is it decorative or transcendent?

Do not carry other people's bias into your thought process. Remember that no one is a referendum

on you but you!

Do not be complicit in marginalizing yourselves. Desilo.

Big dreams are easier to reach than small dreams because they are impassioned and exciting.

Remember, every artist is a roadmap for another artist.

WHAT’S IN YOUR TOOLBOX!

Most likely you will never get to meet the curator, juror, publisher, producer you are applying to so

you need to put together a compelling and professional electronic portfolio. What does this consist

of: Cover letter, images of current work professionally photographed, recorded, filmed,  and a CV.

Projects need a compelling, organized, to the point narrative.

Decide what you want to pursue and research it! Galleries, museums, grants, residencies, commercial

work, public art etc. FIND THE RIGHT FIT FOR YOUR WORK. Follow instructions, honor guidelines and

deadlines. Use the name of the appropriate contact. Be polite. Be prepared. Have an idea and do

your homework regarding the organization and how your work best fits their mission before you

make an appointment - always make an appointment even for a phone call!

WORK SMARTER NOT HARDER
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Remove chaos to protect productivity. Do a personal time and money analysis. People often become

irrational about time and money. Think about what you spend your time doing and what you should

delegate. How you can better allocate your personal and financial resources. Strategic planning

allows you to be fully present in your life. Time is finite, energy is not! Time and money tracking is

not punitive but informative and liberating.

Having structure helps you NOT to have to think about money, not to be plagued with economic

worries day to day.

Conduct a business meeting with yourself once a week.

Ideally you should allocate @ 60% of your time to making work, 20% to research and 20% to

promotion of your work.

All business skills are learned. They are non- intuitive. You have arrived with creativity and that

cannot be taught.

Partner with folks who have skills you do not have. An MBA for example, someone in business

school.

You are here to leverage yourself to the next level. Get control of your process.

Ignore scarcity. Focus on abundance.

Your work has to be enjoyable to be sustainable.

Do less for more, not more for less.

Do not underinvest in yourself.

Consider what is seminal and leveraging in your work.

Never underestimate how much people are NOT thinking about you! You and you alone are

responsible for your success. You are the sole proprietor of the business if yourself.

Taking time off seems counter intuitive but it is regenerative -- it's BRAIN time, when your best ideas

come.

Remove ideas of right and wrong. Instead think about what is optimal.
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Do not function from a place of fear -- walk through fear, recognize it but don't act in response to it.

PROTECT YOUR CREATIVITY! BE AN ADVOCATE FOR CULTURE! CLAIM YOUR CITIZENSHIP.

CLAIM YOUR PUBLIC AND PERCEIVED POWER! DEBUNK STEREOTYPES OF ARTISTS!

DARE GREATLY
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